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Details of Visit:

Author: AJ Valmont
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 19 May 2015 2:00
Duration of Visit: 1.5 Hours
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: London Miss Linda/Disciplinarian
Website: http://www.londonmisslinda.com
Phone: 07926491659

The Premises:

Discreet and easy to find flat very near to Marylebone station; fun & games in a cosy and rather well
equipped bedroom….

The Lady:

Linda is a very attractive lady with a great body, a knowing smile and an extremely smack-able
bottom(!) If you are drawn to the photos on her website then you won't be disappointed…above all,
she is warm and friendly with a great (and somewhat naughty…) sense of humour.

The Story:

I had come across Linda's website some time ago whilst seeking to indulge my kink for spanking. I
was attracted not only but her physicality but also the fact that she seemed to be into the more
sensuous and 'fun' side of discipline, which is important for me. We exchanged a couple of emails
and when I called to confirm the appointment I knew we were going to have an enjoyable session
since she is so easy to talk to (and I know how nerve-wracking this can be when you press the
green button on your phone to discuss a deep-seated fantasy!)

On arrival at her flat we sat down and had a drink whilst talking over what we might get up to - I had
requested the sexy secretary outfit with distinctly non-regulation(!) high heels as seen on Linda's
website and she had duly obliged, which believe me looks even better in the flesh….
Our session was to be centred around spanking, with me punishing her first for various misdeeds in
the office; Linda takes to role-play very convincingly and I imagine there are many other characters
she could assume with ease. If domestic discipline is your thing then you probably can't do much
better than have Linda across your knee, she is the perfect shape ands wriggles just enough to let
you know she's secretly enjoying her ordeal!
After a break we then switched roles to let Linda get her own back for her by-now very rosy bottom -
as the Therapist with some rather unusual treatment techniques she had me undressed and
gasping over her knee as she put a surprisingly firm hand to good use. It's unusual for this to
happen but perhaps the combination of being across those lovely legs together with the sound of
her firm slaps and the banter from her very feminine but grown-up voice got me to that head-space
where nothing else seems to matter…which I guess is what a session like this is all about.
Linda is very open-minded and obviously enjoys what she does; though this time it was very much
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about spanking I get the impression that there are many other avenues of erotic games and
discipline that we will be able to explore.

You'll have a lot of fun here with a classy, sexy lady - but be warned; time passes a little differently
in that room, away form the Outside World, and an hour will not be nearly enough…!
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